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Decompose Mission Goal i_.... Inte_retation'o'f"
..L into components I_ intervehicle
(e.g. RNDZ, PROXS, Clossin)_ cooperative planning
i_ needs
- develop trajectory segment I_/////////_'_///////'/////Z/_
,_t _1 W///////,_.._..__//////_,
Prepare Constraint Data for
each trajectory component
- compute derived constraints and
related information
- define constraint info for segments
f MD2--
Perform Plan Feasibility and Planning Limit
Checks on Mission Goal with Given Info
ops mode spec
OI
- check for obvious inconsistencies in vehicle
systems, mission consumables, etc. and get a
resolution.
(e.g., sensor matching, not enough fuel)
t


















- if plan not valid, interpret noncompliance
information
- determine desired response and recycle
planning request(s) as needed
Conflict Resolution
- verify that all mission constraints are met
- if constraints not met, determine segment
needing adjustment, the priorities, and



















Check for Planning Completion
- if plan not contingency type, then check that
all requests (for a mission) are completed &
issue final, overall plan.
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